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Participation in the APEC TEL33 Meeting
also encouraged by the many
opportunities it offers as the region's
largest and most productive forum for
government, industry, and civil society
to collaborate through discussions and
shared work and to improve the
telecommunications and information
infrastructure of the Asia-Pacific
region.

Introduction
NCHC and APEC TEL
http://www.nchc.org.tw/en/
The 29th Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation Telecommunications &
Information Working Group (APEC
TEL) meeting was held in Hong Kong
March 21-26th, 2004. At this meeting,
the NCHC proposed the “Advanced
Applications
on
APEC
IPv6
Infrastructures”
project,
an
experimental project meant to improve
the economies of APEC member
nations. The project which was cosponsored by Canada, Japan, Korea,
and Thailand received a US $20,000
APEC grant during the meeting. The
project’s
proposed
functionality
includes the following applications:

The 33rd APEC TEL meeting built on
the
directions
given
by
the
Telecommunications and Information
Ministers at their last Ministerial
meeting in June, 2005.
It also
included a number of workshops and
activities relating to topics of shared
interest across the region including:
z

1.
IPv6 Multicasting
2.
Voice over IPv6 (VOIP)
3.
Media
Streaming
Transmission over IPv6
4.
Ecology
and
Telescience Grid Computing over
IPv6.

z

z
z

Wireless security, e-inclusion for
people with disabilities, WTO and
domestic regulation, broadband
for remote and indigenous
communities, and leased lines
Telecommunications
and
information industry futures and
regulatory roundtables
A symposium on spam and
related threats
Grid showcase

APEC and APEC TEL33
Why We Attend This
Event

APEC represents more than half the
world's GDP and is a vibrant model for
growth and cooperation among Asian
economies. We are proud of the many
successes APEC TEL has had since
its establishment in 1990. We are

For this APAN meeting, our delegation
had been rather successful in
achieving the following multiple
purposes:
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The 29th APEC TEL meeting was held
in Hong Kong on March 21-26th, 2004.
At this meeting, the NCHC proposed
the “Advanced Applications on APEC
IPv6 Infrastructures” project, an
experimental project meant to improve
the economies of APEC member
nations. The project which was cosponsored by Canada, Japan, Korea,
and Thailand, received a US $20,000
APEC grant during the meeting. The
project’s
proposed
functionality
includes the following applications:

(1) Mr. Ray-Ming Hsu gave an oral
final report on the “Advanced
Applications over APEC IPv6
Infrastructure”
during
the
Development
Collaboration
Steering Group (DCSG) meeting.
(2) The NCHC had been invited by
CANet4 to attend the Grid
showcase event. NCHC’s Grid
Division showcased their Eco
Grid project during this meeting.
The NCHC’s Deputy Yeh, Dr.
Fang-Pang Lin, and Mr. Sun-I Lin
built
the
demonstration
environment and presented it to
the visitors.

1.
IPv6 Multicasting
2.
Voice over IPv6 (VOIP)
3.
Media
Streaming
Transmission over IPv6

Participants

4.
Ecology and
Telescience Grid Computing over
IPv6.

Deputy Director Eugene Yeh (葉俊
雄) led a delegation of three NCHC
staff members to this meeting. The
Taiwan
Network
Information
Center (TWNIC) supported the
travel budget of two members
(Ray-Ming Hsu and Fang-Pang
Lin). The NCHC staff members
were:

The main purposes of the project are:
1. To reduce the digital-divide in
modern network technologies among
APEC member nations.
2. To establish an advanced IPv6
application R&D infrastructure for the
APEC member regions.

Fang-Pang Lin, 林芳邦
Ray-Ming Hsu, 許瑞明
Sun-I Lin, 林昀德

3. To deploy IPv6 applications over
the APEC IPv6 infrastructure.

Achievements

4.
To exchange knowledge with
APEC member nations regarding the
transition from IPv4 to IPv6.

(1) Oral Presentations Advanced Applications on
APEC IPv6 Infrastructures（at
DCSG meeting）

5. To exchange cutting-edge IPv6
technologies
with
other
APEC
member nations.
6.
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To educate and develop APEC

Possible New
Collaborations

member nations network scientists
and engineers on IPv6 technologies.
The NCHC held a one day workshop
at the APEC TEL 31st meeting on
April 4th, 2005. There were about 80
individuals from APEC economies
attending this workshop. The 15
speakers were from Canada, Japan,
Korea, China, Thailand, Malaysia,
Peru, and Taiwan. The speakers’
topics covered IPv6 concepts and
drivers,
technical
issues,
and
experimental items and schedules for
each advanced project application.
The topics, contents, and speakers at
this workshop were excellent and the
workshop turned out to be quite a
success.

a. Measurement Project
The NCHC and the National
Laboratory for Applied Network
Research (NLANR) have recently
become involved in the Active
Measurement Project (AMP). The
AMP project is in the process of
inviting
more
networks
to
participate. APEC TEL is a fine
collaboration platform. We might
be able to seek out additional
participants for this project.

b.
(2) Grid Showcase (Apr 25th 27th)

IPv6-related Projects
We had a very successful IPv6related topics beginning. The
NCHC is the sub-project leader of
the IPv6 infrastructure division
project. We do have some space
for improvement regarding our
IPv6-related topics.

The NCHC was invited to give a
demonstration regarding the use of
Grid technology over IPv6 at the
APEC
TEL33
meeting.
The
demonstration topic proposed by the
NCHC focused on Eco Grid.
TWAREN and CANet4 provided the
LightPath network platform for this
demonstration. The NCHC’s high
definition camera captured images
from the National Museum of
Marine Biology and Aquarium
(NMMBA) in Taiwan and transferred
them to APEC TEL33. It was a very
successful
and
attractive
demonstration.

c. Grid-related Collaborations
The NCHC had a very successful
Eco Grid demonstration during
APEC TEL33.
It was an
interesting demonstration that
excited many people. We should
further promote our applications
such as Eco Grid, AG, etc. during
such meetings.

International
Collaborations 4

APEC members. We should become
more involved in this community and
promote our R&D achievements at
this
meeting.

Concluding Remarks
APEC TEL is an official meeting within
Asia-Pacific region. It provides for an
outstanding collaboration platform for
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